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Does handling
sales and use
taxes
sometimes feel
like this?
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Agenda
 The Basics - Sales Tax 101
 “Nexus” – What is it? why do you care?
 Taxing Tangible Personal Property vs Services
 Treatment of Real Property
 Exemptions and Exclusions
 Sales Tax Compliance
 Sales Tax Audits
 Questions and Wrap-up

Why Start with
“Sales Tax 101”?
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The Basics

Sales Tax 101

History of Sales and Use Tax
 The #2 revenue source for state governments, #1 among business
entities.
 The #2 revenue source for local governments.
 First introduced in the 1930’s - less than 100 years ago
 By the start of WWII there were 30 states that imposed a tax on the
sale of goods.
 Currently there are only 5 states that do not impose sales and use tax.
(“NOMAD”)
 As of 2014, there were roughly 10,000 taxing jurisdictions in the U.S.

What is a “Sales Tax”?
Excise tax imposed on the sale or lease of tangible
personal property and enumerated services.
• “Sale” = transfer of ownership for consideration
• “Lease” = transfer of possession or control for consideration
• Imposed upon sales within a state – seller, purchaser and transfer
of the property or service are all in the same state
• Imposed the retail level - last step in the chain of commerce
• Usually collected by the seller. – fiduciary duty

Examples of when Sales Tax applies

You buy supplies at a
local store
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A vendor ships from
an in-state warehouse
to your business
A repairman comes to
your location to repair
equipment

Sales & Use Tax Basics
Use Tax – Complimentary to the Sales Tax
• Applies to the use, storage or consumption of
tangible personal property or taxable services on
which no sales tax has been paid.
• Usually remitted directly to the jurisdiction by the
purchaser.
• Sales vs. use tax rates generally are the same

Sales Tax Basics
Why is a Use

Tax

necessary?

 Allows states to tax commerce
that crosses state lines
 Allows equivalent taxation of instate and out-of-state businesses
 Under current law, the only
recourse for a state to impose tax
on a transaction where the seller
lacks “nexus”

Examples of When Use Tax Applies
Situation:
Office supplies
purchased from a
Pennsylvania
vendor for use in
North Carolina, and
the vendor doesn’t
charge tax

Outcome:
The purchaser must
remit North Carolina
use tax directly to the
state
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Situation:

Situation:

You purchase and
download software
from a California
vendor who does not
charge North Carolina
tax

Taxable repair service
purchased from a
contractor who didn’t
charge tax

Outcome:

Either get your
contractor to charge
the sales tax, or remit
use tax directly to the
state

You must remit North
Carolina use tax
directly to the state

Situation:
Items originally
purchased for resale
or exempt use later
used in a taxable
manner

Outcome:
Outcome:
You must remit use
tax directly to the
state

 Why do some of my
vendors charge sales tax,
while others do not on the
same items?
 If my vendor doesn’t charge
sales tax, does that mean
my purchase isn’t taxable?
 What does it mean when
my vendor says her doesn’t
have North Carolina
“Nexus”?

Sales and Use Tax Basics – “Nexus”
In order for a state to impose
sales tax collection and
reporting responsibilities on
business, the business must
have nexus with the particular
taxing jurisdiction.

Nexus generally is described as the
Minimum Connection with a
jurisdiction that creates the ability
under Federal and State law for the
jurisdiction to impose rules and
regulations upon the business.
 For Sales Tax purposes, that
minimum connection is Physical
Presence (even a little bit…)

Why Is Physical Presence Required?
U.S. constitutional constraints on states’
power to tax out-of-state businesses

U.S. Supreme Court Cases

Due Process Clause of the U.S.
Constitution

National Bella
Hess

Commerce Clause of the U.S.
Constitution

Quill Corporation v. North
Dakota
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U. S. Constitution Due Process Clause
The Due Process Clause of
the 14th Amendment
states in part:
"…nor shall any State
deprive any person of life,
liberty, or property,
without due process of
law; nor deny any person
within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the
laws.”
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The Due Process Clause
has been used to
determine the
constitutionality of tax
laws.

The US Supreme Court
has held that physical
presence is not required
in order to impose
regulations on a business.

State tax has been held to
be a deprivation of
property from the
taxpayer.

Only requires that the
business “purposefully
directs” its activities
toward the state

U. S. Constitution Commerce Clause
The Commerce
Clause states in
part, “The
Congress shall
have power … To
regulate
commerce with
foreign nations,
and among the
several states…"
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Courts have held
that the
Commerce Clause
restricts the states’
rights when
imposing taxes on
out-of-state
companies.

States have tried to
impose taxes on
interstate
transactions that are
not imposed against
intrastate
transactions. The
Commerce Clause
prevents this
discrimination

The US Supreme
Court has held that
the Commerce
Clause requires
Physical Presence
in order to impose
a sales tax
collection
responsibility

Therefore…
 If your vendor doesn’t
have physical presence
in North Carolina, he
isn’t required to collect
sales tax
 BUT… You still owe
Use Tax
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Sales & Use Tax Basics

Some Key Terms
Person
A distinct legal entity.
Includes natural persons,
corporations,
partnerships, trusts, and
others.
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Tangible Personal
Property
Property, other than real
property, that can be held,
smelled, touched, seen,
tasted, or which is
otherwise perceptible to
the human senses

Real Property
Generally, land and
buildings.
(More on this later)

Statute of Limitations
A provision in the law that
specifies the time within
which a an assessment
must be issued or a refund
claim filed

Taxing
Tangible Personal
Property
vs.
Services

Taxing Tangible Personal Property vs. Services”
Tangible Personal Property (TPP)
 Tax imposed on sale, lease or rental
 Generally presumed to be taxable
unless specifically exempted
 If you can’t find a specific statutory
exemption, your purchase is taxable
 North Carolina applies this approach
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Services
 Generally presumed not taxable
unless specifically taxed
 North Carolina applies this
approach
 Taxable services are listed in the
statute
 If the service doesn’t fit under one
of the specifically taxed service
types, it’s not taxable

SPECIFIC TYPES OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY

Food &
Prepared Meals

Equipment
Rental

Fertilizer,
Chemicals &
Pesticides

Computers &
Software
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Food & Prepared Meals
 Sales of food are generally exempt from state sales and
use taxes but are subject to the 2% county food tax
 The following food items are subject to the regular sales
tax:
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dietary supplements;
food sold through a vending machine;
prepared food, including alcoholic beverages;
soft drinks; and
candy.

Prepared Meals - Specific Issues
 Caterers
 All charges by a caterer that are connected with the
furnishing, preparing, or serving of meals, foods, and other
tangible personal property to users or consumers are
taxable.
 If the caterer also performs other services that are not part
of such charges, the charges for those services are not
taxable if separately stated.
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Prepared Meals - Specific Issues
Cover and service charges
 When a service charge is imposed on food, beverages, or prepared
food, the portion of the charge that does not exceed 20% of the sales
price is exempt, provided the charge:


(1) is separately stated in the price list, menu, or written proposal and also in the
invoice or bill; and



(2) is turned over to the personnel directly involved in the service of the food,
beverages, or meals, on the regular payday.

 If either of these conditions is not met, or if any personnel other than
those directly involved in the service of the food, beverages, or meals
share in the charge or gratuity, then the entire amount is taxable
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Prepared Meals - Specific Issues
 Items given away with purchased meals
 If a retailer engaged in the business of selling prepared
food and drink for immediate or on-premises
consumption also gives prepared food or drink to its
patrons or employees free of charge, the property given
away is considered sold along with the property sold.
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Leased/Rented Equipment
 Lease or rental of tangible personal property is subject to tax
 Tax is due with each rental payment
 Some exceptions apply
 Security agreement or deferred payment plan requiring ownership transfer
 Long term lease with purchase option not exceeding $100 or 1% of the total
lease payments
 Equipment provided with an operator, when the operator is necessary

 Equipment purchased by the lessor for subsequent lease qualifies for the
resale exemption
 Repair parts and lubricants purchased by the lessor in order to maintain the
equipment qualifies for the resale exemption
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Fertilizer, Chemicals & Pesticides
 Prior to 2/1/2002, sales of fertilizer, pesticides and similar
agricultural products were exempt from tax.
 Effective 2/1/2002, these items are exempt only when purchased by
a farmer for use in cultivating crops or raising livestock
 Technical Bulletin No. 10-5, 01/01/2007
 Sales of rodenticides, insecticides, herbicides, fungicides and pesticides for
household purposes are subject to the general rate of state tax and any
applicable local sales or use tax.
 Sales of insecticides for use on lawns and golf courses are subject to the general
rate of state tax and any applicable local sales or use tax.
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NORTH CAROLINA - COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
Hardware
Taxable **

1

4

Electronically Downloaded
Software
Taxable unless custom or
customized software**

Canned Software
Taxable**

2

5

Software as a Service (SaaS)
Not taxable

Custom & Customized
Software Not Taxable

3

6

 Don’t Forget: any
software designed to
run on an enterprise
server, such as SAP /
financial
software, is exempt
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SERVICES
Goods
Generally
Taxable

Rule of Thumb

Services
Generally Not
Taxable

Services that North Carolina Taxes
 Services that are taxable in North Carolina include:
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repair, maintenance, and installation services;
bookbinding services;
certain cleaning, pressing, and laundry services;
cleaning and restoration of watches, clocks, and jewelry;
engraving services;
research services;
shoe repair services;
telecommunications services; and
tire recapping and retreading services.

Services that North Carolina Does NOT Tax
 Services by employees to their employers
 Professional services (e.g., accountants, lawyers, architects, doctors)
 Pest control services
 Land surveying
 Advertising services
 Computer programming services
 Training and education services
 Golf driving range fees
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Admission to an Entertainment Event
 Beginning in 2014, NC taxes admission to an
entertainment event
 Tax must be collected by the event sponsor
 Gym memberships and golf club memberships are not
admission to entertainment events, and therefore not
taxable under this provision
 Certain events sponsored by nonprofit organizations are
exempt under certain circumstances
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“Bundled Transactions”
 NC Definition: A retail sale of two or more distinct and identifiable products, at
least one of which is taxable and one of which is exempt, for one non-itemized
price.
 NC will tax the entire sales price unless an exception applies
 Exceptions include:


A bundle of TPP where the taxable items are <50%



A bundle of TPP & services, and the vendor can provide a breakout of the taxable vs.
nontaxable portion



The price of the taxable products in the bundle does not exceed 10% of the price of the
bundle

 KEY TAKEAWAY: Itemize charges to avoid overpaying tax
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Cleaning & Laundry Services
 NC taxes the following:
 dry cleaning, pressing or hat-blocking establishment, laundry, or
any similar business;
 renting clean linen or towels or wearing apparel,

 Tax does not apply to
 coin, token, or card-operated washing machines, extractors, and
dryers
 Charges for alteration and garment storage when these fees are
separately stated.
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WARRANTIES, MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS, SERVICE CONTRACTS
•

Maintenance / Service Contracts – TPP
 Mandatory / Optional – taxable
 Includes TPP that is part of real property

•

Manufacturer/Dealer Warranty
•

•

Exempt – Includes TPP and motor vehicles

Exemptions to service contract taxation, effective 1/1/2017
 If item is exempt from sales and use tax
 If item is subject to 1% privilege tax
 If contract covers a motor vehicle
 If contract is for exempt repair or maintenance services (i.e. pest control, landscaping,
cleaning of real property)
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MAINTENANCE
AGREEMENTS & SERVICE
CONTRACTS - SOFTWARE
•

Agreements covering software are taxed in the same
manner as the original purchase of the software

•

Canned / Prewritten Software
 Taxable
 Does not matter how original software was
delivered

•

Customized Software
 Exempt: regardless of how software was
delivered
Software run on an enterprise server (SAP)
 Exempt: regardless of how software was
delivered

•

NC’s Most Controversial Taxable Service?
Repair & Maintenance
New law, originally effective 3/1/2016
 Repair and maintenance became taxable
services
 Convoluted “retailer” test, partly aimed at
excluding real property contractors
 Much confusion among taxpayers, practitioners,
and consumers
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NC’s Most Controversial Taxable Service?
Repair & Maintenance
 Updated law, effective 1/1/2017
 Removed the “retailer” criteria
 Added “Capital Improvement” provisions
 NCDOR followed up with:
• Detailed guidance, including list of typical construction projects and
their treatment
• Form E-89-CI

 Next, let’s discuss how this new NC law impacts the
treatment real property construction and services
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Real
Property

What is “Real Property”?
 Real Property includes
 Land, buildings, and improvements to land
 Tangible personal property that is incorporated into land or building

 Area of Controversy– Real Property vs Tangible Personal Property
 Why? – Sales and use taxes generally don’t apply to sales of real property, but
they do apply to sales of tangible personal property

 Factors considered by NC
 Actual physical annexation of an item to real property
 Intention to become permanent
 Cannot be removed without substantial damage
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EXAMPLES OF REAL PROPERTY
Building construction

 Structural steel

Central heating & air conditioning
(HVAC)

 Electrical system installation &
repair

Landscaping

 Plumbing & irrigation systems

Painting

 Roofing

Carpentry

 Installation of underground
utilities

EXAMPLES OF REAL PROPERTY

Alarm / Security System
wired into the building

Fencing / landscaping / parking lots

Lighting

Plumbing & underground
utilities

Renovations (including build
out of new offices)

Roofing
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How Does NC treat Real Property?
 First determine – Is it a Capital Improvement or
Repair/Maintenance?
 Capital Improvement
 The contractor must pay tax on its purchases of building materials
 No tax is charged to the property owner, for materials or labor

 Repair or Maintenance
 Contractor does not pay tax on its purchases of building materials
 Contractor charges tax to the property owner on the entire contract
price – materials and labor
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“Capital Improvement” Defined
 A capital improvement is an addition or
alteration to real property that is new
construction, reconstruction, or
remodeling of a building, structure, or
fixture on land that becomes part of the
real property.
 The term does not include the
replacement of a fixture in or on a
building or structure, or a single repair,
maintenance, or installation service.
However, a transaction of multiple repair,
maintenance and installation services to
real property is likely considered
nontaxable remodeling.
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Examples of Capital Improvements
 Performance of work that requires the issuance of a permit under the State Building Code;
 Installation of underground utilities;
 Installation of equipment or fixtures that are attached to real property so that removal of the item
would cause physical, functional, or economic damage to the property and that is capitalized
under one or more of the following: the Internal Revenue Code, Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, or International Financial Reporting Standards;
 Painting or wallpapering;
 Replacement or installation of a roofing, septic tank, plumbing, electrical, commercial refrigeration,
irrigation, sprinkler, or other similar system;
 Replacement or installation of a heating, ventilation, and air conditioning unit or system; or
 Replacement or installation of roads, driveways, parking lots, and sidewalks.
 NC DOR also has published a comprehensive list of items that may be deemed a Capital
Improvement
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Landscaping
 NC definition


“Landscaping” is a service that modifies the living elements of an area of land.



Some Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•



the installation of trees, shrubs, or flowers on land;
tree trimming;
mowing;
the application of seed, mulch, pine straw, or fertilizer to an area of land.
grading, movement of soil, construction of retaining walls and solid walkways; and
installation of a drainage system

Landscaping does not include services to trees, shrubs, flowers, and similar items in pots
or in buildings.

 The tax paid by the contractor should not be itemized separately on the invoice
given to the customer, but should instead be included, along with any other costs,
as an element in the total contract price.
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“Repair”, “Maintenance” or “Installation”
Defined
 keep or try to keep property or a motor vehicle in working order to avoid breakdown and prevent
deterioration or repairs (e.g., to clean, wash, or polish);
 calibrate, refinish, restore, or try to calibrate, refinish, or restore tangible personal property or a motor
vehicle to proper working order or good condition;
 troubleshoot, identify, or try to identify the source of a problem to determine what is needed to restore
property or a motor vehicle to proper working order or good condition (includes activities that may
lead to the issuance of an inspection report);
 install, apply, connect, adjust, or set into position tangible personal property, digital property, or a
motor vehicle (includes floor refinishing, and installation of carpet, flooring, floor coverings, windows,
doors, cabinets, countertops, and other installations where the item being installed may replace a
similar existing item);
 inspect or monitor property or a motor vehicle (except for security or similar monitoring services for
real property).
 Examples: golf cart service, tune-up or troubleshooting;
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NOT “Repair”, “Maintenance” or “Installation”
 lawn maintenance services (e.g., lawn mowing, trimming, edging, leaf blowing)
 cleaning of real property (e.g., housekeeping, janitorial services, power washing,
removing debris from gutters)
 HVAC repair
 state safety or emission inspections for motor vehicles
 safety or compliance inspections for tangible personal property required by a
governmental entity. (e.g., fire extinguishers, alarm/sprinkler systems)
 septic tank pumping services
 self-service cleaning of tangible personal property or motor vehicles;
 pest control
 parking lot striping or sealing;
 garage door repair.
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HOW TO HANDLE REAL PROPERTY REPAIRS
Real Property Repairs As of 1/1/2017:
Taxation depends on WHO performs the
repair – a contractor, or non-contractors

Do it Yourself

Use a Contractor

Materials: Taxable (SUT rate)
Labor: Taxable (SUT rate)

Materials: Exempt (SUT rate)
Labor: Exempt (SUT rate)

Repair Central A/C
Labor
Materials
SubTotal:
Tax 6.75%

$800.00
$200.00
$1,000.00
$67.50

Repair Central A/C
Labor
Materials
SubTotal:
Tax

$800.00
$200.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
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Lodging - Overview
 The general sales tax rate applies to the gross receipts derived from the
rental of an accommodation.
 An "accommodation" is defined as a hotel room, motel room, residence,
cottage, or similar lodging facility for occupancy by an individual.
 The sales price of the rental of an accommodation marketed by a facilitator
includes charges designated as facilitation fees and any other charges
necessary to complete the rental (ref. Hotels.com case 8/19/2014)
 The local room occupancy tax applies to the same gross receipts as the
state sales and use tax on accommodations and is calculated in the same
manner.
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Lodging – Items Taxed as Part of the Room Rental
The following are considered included in the total taxable charge for accommodations regardless
of whether they are separately stated from the base room rate:
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Credit card fee
Damage fee;
Early/late departure fee;
Extra person charge;
In-room safe rental;
Inspection fee;
Linen fee;
Maid/cleaning fee;
“Peace of mind" fee (similar to insurance);

 Pet fee;
 Reservation fee (aka, processing, or
administrative fee);
 Security deposit;
 Smoking fee;
 Change fee (for changing to a different room or
date);
 Tentative reservation fee (for priority reservation
the following year)
 Charges for cribs and roll-away beds,
microwave ovens, refrigerators, and similar
property.

Lodging
Rental Items Subject to the
Regular Sales Tax
 Video tapes, DVDs, and related video
equipment;
 Beach equipment such as chairs,
toys, and umbrellas;
 Recreational equipment such as skis,
surf boards, and snorkeling
equipment;
 Audio visual equipment.
 Pay-per-view movies
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Lodging – Nontaxable Items
 Banquet room rental and related facility or
service fee (unless the rental is in
connection with a catered event);
 Cancellation fee;
 Internet service;
 Guaranteed no-show fee (unless the fee is
at the customary or agreed-upon rate, the
guest is entitled to the use of the room,
and the room cannot be rented to another
party);

 Laundry service (provided by an outside
laundry/dry-cleaning establishment);
 Returned check charge;
 Telephone calls (unless a set fee is
charged to all transients regardless of
whether calls are made);
 Trip insurance provided by a third party.

Lodging - Nontaxable Charges
 The following charges are exempt from tax if they are separately stated:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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banquet room rental and related facility or service fee (unless the rental is in
connection with a catered event);
cancellation fee;
Internet service;
guaranteed no-show fee (unless the fee is at the customary or agreed-upon rate, the
guest is entitled to the use of the room and the room cannot be rented to another
party);
laundry service provided by an outside laundry or dry-cleaning establishment;
returned check charge;
telephone calls (unless a set fee is charged to all guests regardless of whether calls
are made); and
trip insurance provided by a third party.

Vacation Packages
Allocation Between Taxable and Nontaxable Portion
 The principle of allowing an allocation between charges for taxable and nontaxable
services when taxable and nontaxable services are bundled together and offered as
one unit for a non-negotiable price is expanded to include services other than
telecommunications services.
 This may be relevant to resorts that offer various packages to customers, such as
taxable room rentals bundled with nontaxable golf course greens fees, nontaxable
spa treatments, or other nontaxable services, when the charges are not separately
stated on the invoice or bill issued to the customer.
 In such instances, the charge for the bundled service may be allocated as provided
above, and the allocation for the nontaxable service is exempt from sales tax,
notwithstanding that it is not separately stated on the invoice issued to the customer.
Tax is, however, to be collected and remitted based on the allocated amount for the
taxable service.
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Vacation packages
 A vacation package that includes a taxable service and an exempt service can
be allocated between the taxable and exempt portions of the package even if
the exempt service is not separately itemized.


Example: Room rental + green fee, or room rental + spa treatments

 The charge for a package that includes one or more services and tangible
personal property may be allocated between the taxable and exempt portions
of the package provided certain conditions are met.


Example: If a package includes lodging, meals, and green fees for one price, sales
tax is due on the portion representing the lodging and meals. The portion of the
charge representing the green fees is not subject to tax.

Accommodation for > 90 Days
• An accommodation supplied to the same person for a period of
90 or more continuous days is exempt.
• N.C. Private Letter Ruling No. SUPLR 2017-0002, 08/11/2017
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•

Exemption applies even if the person checks out and checks back in
the same day every 30 days, in order to take advantage of
promotional discounts

•

Hotel should collect tax until the 90-day duration is reached.

•

After 90 days, if the hotel refunds the tax to its customer, it can
request a refund or claim a credit on its next return

Exemptions
and
Exclusions

“Exclusion”
An item or transaction that
falls outside the purview of
the taxing statute.
No specific “exemption” is
required.
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Examples include:
Real estate, intangibles,
certain services
Certain coupons and
discounts, interest or
financing charges

“Exemption”
• An item or transaction
that is within the general
scope of the taxing
statute, but is the subject
of special provisions
removing it from taxation.
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• Taxpayer has burden of
proof at audit/appeal
• An Exemption Certificate
often is required

Three general categories of Exemptions
 Exempt persons
 Examples: US Government.
 In states other than NC, exempt persons include charities, educational
institutions.

 Exempt Property
 Examples: Groceries (state level only in NC), Prescription Medicines & certain
Medical Products
 Most states exempt clothing, BUT North Carolina taxes clothing

 Exempt Uses
 Examples: Resale, Manufacturing, R&D, Pollution Control
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North Carolina Exemptions
 Common NC exemptions include:
 Resale
 Sales to the US Government or its agencies
 Sales to certain state agencies
 Mill machinery
 Raw materials
 Prescription eyewear
 Certain medical equipment, medical supplies, and prescription
drugs
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Exemption Certificates
 Presumption: all transactions are taxable unless specifically exempted
 Purchaser bears the burden of proving exemption
 Exemption Certificate
 Submitted by purchaser to seller at time of purchase
 Establishes the exempt status of the purchase
 Relieves seller of the obligation to collect tax

 Good-faith acceptance
 Seller must accept the certificate in good faith
 Requires seller to review the certificate for completeness and accuracy.
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NORTH CAROLINA
EXEMPTION CERTIFICATES
•
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E-595E (SST certificate of exemption)
•

Fillable form available at
https://files.nc.gov/ncdor/documents/fi
les/e595e_2017121417_webfill_v2.pdf?t
RbOh66JoPtL5Sfu0D6J35D.WbOqrLGK

•

Provide to vendors for exempt
purchases

•

Receive from customers for exempt
sales

•

Must be completely filled out, signed
and dated

•

Good-faith acceptance: does the
exemption claimed by the customer
make sense?

NORTH CAROLINA
EXEMPTION CERTIFICATES
 E-589CI (Certificate of Capital
Improvement)
 Fillable form available at
https://www.ncdor.gov/documents/for
m-e-589ci-affidavit-capitalimprovement
 Provide to contractors for Capital
Improvements
 Must be completely filled out, signed
and dated
 No tax due to contractor on materials
or labor

Sales & Use Tax Compliance Basics

ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL SALES TAX COMPLIANCE

Current Tax
Rates Database

Tax Calculation
for Invoicing &
Use Tax Accrual

Data Reporting
for Tax Return
Prep

Records for
Audits
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NC SALES & USE TAX
RETURNS
• Sales / use tax forms E-500 and E-536 are used,
and are typically filed on-line monthly - due
the 20th of the following month
• Sales Tax amounts are separate from Use Tax
amounts
• Reporting NC Sales & Use only – exempt and
taxable
• All taxes broken down by localities
• All exempt sales must be supported by an
Exemption or Resale Certificate collected
from your customer
• Vendor’s Compensation – None
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Sales & Use Tax Audits
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Understanding the
Statute of
Limitations
Know your state’s statute:
•

Look back period: 3 years from the date
the return was filed

Why is this important?
•
•
•

State looking for underpayments
Opportunity to look for
overpayments (aka refunds)
Record keeping

Signing waivers:
•

Extends the amount of time the
state has to look back

Facing the dreaded Sales and Use Tax Audit
 Elements of a sales/use tax audit include:
 Review of sales
• Taxability
• Exemption certificates

 Review of purchases
• Expenses
• Fixed Assets

 Reconciliation of tax accounts and tax returns
 Review of accounting journal entries
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The Sales & Use Tax Audit
 Records required for an audit typically include:
 Sales and use tax returns
 Exemption certificates
 Sales tax payable account reconciliations
 General ledger sales journals
 Sales invoices
 Fixed asset ledgers
 General ledger expense purchases detail
 Purchase invoices
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The Sales Tax Audit
- Sampling
 Audits may examine 100% of
transactions during the audit
period.
OR
 If there are a large number of
transactions in the population,
audit sampling may be
employed
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• Don’t be intimidated
• Don’t assume the state has proposed the best
method
• Know your business, your data, and your
weaknesses

Questions?

Contact Information
 Kathleen M Holston, CPA, CMI
Director, State & Local Taxes
Cherry Bekaert, LLP
kholston@cbh.com
704-970-1636
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